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Mi« T pij 

heard at Utica, between 2 college-age people: 

’’Two different lifestyles—you get all geared up for one and then come back 

(and have to deal with what you left originally).” 

’’Tell me about it.” 



have Iyle deputize Mitch or Lexa for brand inspecting? 



Loxa & Mitch are to have different attitudes toward living in Seattle: 

—She's more satisfied with Seattle life; has tried (walking, hiking, gardening) 

to retain connection to the outdoors in urbanized NW)* Has some ambivalence, but 

theater, opera, music, make her think Yeah, isn't this (Seattle)life) great in a 

lot of ways* 

—Mitch can laptop it in Montana; maybe become second-string for LA. Globe (by 
way of Mariah @ The Montanian, or her pulling strings w/ B-ilsy in his Globe job)* 

—Mitch is maybe bugged by Seattle's ascendancy: Boeing/Microsoft/Far East trade/ 

music/cyber fortunes 
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Mountain Time 

pace and proportions of section one, The Coast: (128 pp. draft) 

Lexa catering, 9 PP* 

Mitch & Jocelyn rollerblading, 12 pp. 

Mitch flying over St. Helens, 12 pp. 

Lexa walking the city, 6 pp. 

© zoo, 12 pp« 

Mitch & Lexa © catered party, 1*3 pp* 



*•■^3 • ' # *■ 
SCefrjeSL Twin Sulphur Springs flashback 

San Francisco: rollerblading 
Mitch’s flight home to Seattle 

Mitch & Lexa in Seattle 

—news of Iyle’s death/illness 

hospital in home team (,,feell,‘ sraf as lead here) 
—they stay in motel? or w/ relatives or high school friends? 



an abrupt (at least unannounced) reflection by Mitch about giving up his kids 

in the break-up of his marriage* 

—check The Main for any example of this technique: LaPointe dreaming of wife 

& kids**77 

similar reflection, without becoming an actual flashback, could be used for 
Lexa and the marriage she left behind in Alaska, (or just for Alaska) 



Becky advises: keep Mitch human—not a caricature of his generation* 

—my note: do same with Jocelyn, Lyle, etc., all the agesj complicate them 



mountains theme: 

—Mitch has been @ Berkeley conference, "Thinking Like Mountains" (Aldo Leopold qte) 

—he flies home to Seattle past the ,ffire mountains,” Cascade volcanoes 

—the backpack trip into the Bob 


